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Abstract

Aptitude, background, and personality characteristics of 640 Navy .Hospitai Corpsman (It~s)

were related to satisfaction with assignment to the Fleet Marine Force (FMF), perceptions of the

Field Medical Service Se-hool WA~SS) environment, and academic performance during the 5-week FMSS

training course. Those Individuals who were satisfied with an assignment to the FMF wer.a more

~''~ ~likely to have volunteered for FMF duty, to have been satisfied with having boan designated an

N RA, and to have had higher scores on the Comrey Social Conformity and Activity scales than those

Individuals who were not satisfied with assign-ment to the FMF. Although satisfaction with assign-.

ment to FMF duty was significantly related to student perceptions of the training environment,

student satisfaction end environmental perceptions were unrelated to academic perforfnance. The

I explolned variance In academic performance was accounted for largely by a stvdont's aptitude test

scores (GCT + ARI) and p~uvious exparionce as an M' (pay grade). Overall. the results of t~his

study have suggestod that recruiting fts who would be satilsfiled with FFduty couldb coi

I plished without any reduction In the qauality of Input.
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Background and Personality Characteristics Related to Student

Satisfaction and Performance In Field Medical Service School

Few other occupational groups In the U. S. Navy are called upon to serve in as many different

wor-k set-tings as Hospital Corpsmen (HMs). Personnel in the HIM rating are assigned-to every major

type of activity In the Navy and Marine Corps. In addition, HMs are expected to perform tasks

unrelated to patleni care such as personnel, supply, and other administrative jobs.

Most of the work settings that HMs serve In are familiar to them in that the work routines

do not vary a great deal from, one activity to another. An H*M should be expected to adapt to

working In a dispensary, hospital, or a medical department aboard ship with !ittle difficulty.

. One type of work setting that stands out as being quite dissimilar, however, Is the Fleet

Marine Force (FMF). The Marine Corps does not maintain its ovn medical services but depends

upon the Navy Medical Depariment for such support. This requires the assignment of large

numbers of Wls to the FM.F to provide medical care to Marine Corps personnel In the field.

d Assignment of an HM4 to the FMF Is based upon the pool of Ris available for assignment to sea

duty and the manpower requirements of the FMF. Requests for this duty are neither required nor

II ...-J solicited,

Unlike the typically clean, comfortable, and familiar modlcal setting, duty with the F FI :rereqires the W4 to adjust to working In an ory4nlatlon having fewer resources (both material

and personnel) and to adapt to a more rigorous dally routine such as workIng In tho field on

maneuvers. fewer of the menities of life to which they are accustomed In the Navy are avail-,

able to tham In. the Marine Corps.

Prior to reporting to an FW unit for duty, RAS era required to undergo a 5-week course of

-NInistruction In Field Medical Seorvlc School. The purpose of this schoot Is to ",,, provIde

". . . . instruction In the knowledge and skills required to care for the Medlcal neds of U. S. Marino

CorFps personnel In the field.. " (Catalog of Navy Training Courses, 1975), This course Includes

Instruction on such topics as organization of fltli (tarlia Corps) unIti, melcal supply in the

Nfield, first aid and emergency proceduros, field first ald stetions, cosualty evacuations, field

sdanitlon and preventive wediclne, mnd speciallzed warfare medical renuiremnti.
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In view of the above, It'should be of Interest to assess how individuals react to assign"'

mont with the FMF and to Identify factors:which are associated with satisfacteIon:with their

assignment. This study was conducted to answer the following questions: (9 What aptitude,

background, and personality characterlstlcs are associated with satisfaction with assignment to

FMF duty? (2) To what extent are perceptions of the training environment related to Initial

satisfaction with assignment to the FMAF?, and (3) Are aptitude, background, personality,--and-

training environment perceptions associated with academic performance In Field Medical Service

School?

Method

/ }ne participants In this study Included 640 male Hospital Corpsmen who entered the Field

Medical Service School, Camp Pendleton, between October 1973 and April 1974.

Measures

Three questionnaires were employed In this research- a background information form (81),
the Coerney Personality Scales (CPS), and the Work Environment Scales (WES). Questions on the B1

pertained to the number of years of schooling completed prior to enlistment In the Navy, the

number of suspensions or expulsions ffom school, whether or not the Individual had volunteered'

for assignment to the FlAF, the individual's satisfaction with having been assigned to the FAF, .

marital status, and pay grade. The CPS (Comrey, 1970) contains 180 Items which assess the self-

report characteristics of an Individual on eight personality dimonsions and two types of -test

taking behavior. The WES (1nseo and Moos, 1974) contains 130 items which assess student

perceptions of the training environment, Two forms of the WES were used In this researcn, an

Expectations form which assessed what students expected the training environnont to be like and

an Actual form whiclh assessed what students actually found the training environment to be like.

The Items i, thosewtwo forms differed only In verb tense.

The 0l, CPS, and Expectations forms of the WES wore administered to students at the begin-

n-Ini of training. The Actual form was administered at thoe-nd of -the-fIve-wook training program.
G3•erorl Classification tGOT) aid. Arlthiritlc ResooiiN {ARI test scoras ana final goedesw)

ex1rnin ed-ra the service rerds. -Te GYT is a treasure of verba*.eatitudd and

the ARIs .la mebsure of arlthmatic aptitude, Scores on these two measures wore comblned In w

subsequent dnatyses.
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The aptitude, background, personality, and envIronmental perception variables ware correlated

with satisfaction with assignment to the FMF and final grade. These relationships were then

J k sunva'rtrzed by using multiple regression procedures. Means and standard deviations were computed

on these variables for atudents with high (N -151), medium (N 190), and low (N 299) levels

of satisfaction and for students with above average (N 162), average (N =324),.and below

average (N 140) levels of academic performance during the cooirse of training.

- Results

Satisfaction with assignment to the FHF

The Wintal objective of this study was to Identify Individual characteristics which are

-4: related to the satisfaction of lt~s with assignment to P1W duty. Correlations of the aptitude,

background, and personality Freasures with expressed satisfaction are shown In Table t. To

4 provide a graphic Illustration of these relationships, means on these variables are also shown In

~ Table I for HMs who reportod high, medium, and low levels of satisfaction. The results of this

comparison Indicate that those ilis who had volunteered for FbIF duty wore much more satisfied with

W the assignment than those HMs who had not volunteered. The degree to which an Individual was

satisfied with having been designated an 144 In the first pl~co wat also related to how satisfied

he was with an FMF assignment. Although marital status waa not significantly r lte to sotIs-

__faction, for those HMs who were married, the more favorable his wife's attiud atowar 1s ben

In the Navy, the more sotisf led ho tended to he with his assignment to the I'AP. $0varat signifi-

cant relationshIps were also found betwaeen scores on the personality questionnaire and satisfac-

tion. Thoe 144s who were most satisfied with an P4P assignment tended todoscribe themselves

more frequently than tho least satisfied M4s as proferr-ng 'a struviured and o.edarly lifestyle,

as tondIng to accopt and onforco the laws and standiards of society as they aro presently

constimuted, as liking phy~sical activities, bard work, and exercise, and as boiti self-confdount,

4 - emotonally stable, outgoing, and socieble. Aptitude and prloe school Ing. experiences. as measurad

1 ~In this study, were unrelated to satisfaction with assignment to FlAP duties.

When these relatilonshipsi were swwrriloa, using multiple regression. procedures, It was founld

* 1 I tha~~~~~t 36% of the variance In sati~faction with asslmnntt h.FA 1udbeepaie y nwn

whether or not an Individual had volunteered for.FlWi duty, how ý.a~flsfid the Individual. was With

q having boon designated an 144. and how high the Individual's scores ware on the Co~itrav Social

Conformity and kctivily scales (toultiple R .60).

4
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~ ~ ~Table I

Aptitude, background, and personality characteristics

related to satisfaction with assignment to the RFF

Satisfaction with assignment to the FMF

Variables Highý Medium Low r

Aptitude ZGCT + ARI) 111.1 110.8 111.6 -.01

Background:

Years' Schooling 12.3 12.3 12.4 -.03

Volunteered for FlAP Assignment 37$ 11% 1% .41*

Satisfaction with HM1 Rating 3.4 3.1 2.7 .36*

S IMarried 28% 39% 4%-.11

SSpouse's Attitude 2.2 1.9 1.6 .32*

Pay Grade 3.3 3.3 3.2 .01

Personalityi

Trust b3.5 82,4 81.5 .07

:~Order 94.5 92.3 88.3 .2111

Conf ormaI ty 90.3 07.5 $1.1 .310

jActivity 95.8 90.0 85.6 .300

987 94.5 90.0 .260

.- ~ Ixtavrsr8L~1 81.6 80.8 .160

Masculinity W~.9 88.7 87.1 .09

Eptytoo.3 96.9 90.4 .15"

11P <.0

-V0.

j4.



Perceptions of the FNSS training environment

,.,.The second objective of this study was to determine the extent to which satisfaction with

assignment to the FMF was related to perceptions of the FMSS training environment. Correlations

between WES scores and the satisfaction measure are shown In 'fable 2. Mean WES scores, both

Actual form scores and Expected less Actual discrepancy scores, are also shown In Table 2 for H~s

..............Iwith high, medium, and low levels of expressed satisfaction. These figures Indicate that those

FHs who were most satisfied with their assignment to the FM.F tended to perceive the training

. . . . ............ environment In more favorable terms than did those l*1~s w., were least satisfied with an FMF

assignment. The more satisfied HMs tended to perceive greater emphasis on students becoming

selfsufien:t an Idepndn t, grea:ter fortbythe staff tomake s:::oierules and policies

cler t te sudets an gratr efor b th stffto asitadencourage studeRvts who were

exeiecn difclista H h esstsidMs. In adtohemore saticfied 144s

tended to perceive the training environment as being more elfftciently organized and ope'ated and

LII the students as being more coimmitted to becoming effective HMs in the FMF than did the less

...... ....ISatisfaction with assignment to the F14F was also related to discrepancies between what was

expected and actual ly experienced during training. The disparity between expectations and actual

-eceptions was greater for the more satisfied 144s thanorh ls sotIsied M~s o h

environmental dimensions of enthusiasms and coimiltfeamoni students for becoming offmetIve FMF

corpsman and In the amount of siupport and encouragemewnt provided to students by the staff, On

the othor hand, the twre satisfidl-4 s tended to exparlanca a smaller disparity than the to,$$

sa~ -tisfied Ma In th on~otrna dio o f work pressure.

Overall, It was found that 79% of the variancea In perceptions of Ili F14S trolfting orivis'm-

mont could be explained by knowing how satIsfiod an M4 was with fit assigneet t the Fi

(multiple 14

t'sdmilpieror manci

The final objective of 'his sludv wos to determine whoolhr tho Individual Characteristics

~ ~and enyiroomontal perceptions of studontS were rol~tad to ucademic pertorftanca during F*155

training. Cirrolations of the aptitude, background, and personality variables with final qrtad

1 4 I ar4 shown In Table 3 along with Noaits on those variables for those studonft~ whose final graft~s
were above average, average, and below average. Those figures Indicate that academic performanaiw

fInS14S training Is primarily a function of an Iindividual's ability to loarn, us assessed by the

aptitude teasures, and the student's previous oxperlence as an H44, as Inldicated. by his 04y grado4

*1".



Table 2

Satisfaction with assignment to the FMF related to

student perceptions of the FMSS training environment

/ Satisfaction with assignment to the FMF

.AVariables H Nh Medium Low r

Actual:

Involvement 4.72 3.76 3.50 .18*

Peer Cohesion 8.03 7.58 7.20 .12

.. ~Staff Support 5.73 4.64 4.19 .20*

Autonomy 6.16 5.11 4.18 .26*

Task Orientation 8.84 8.28 7.25 .21*

Work Pressure 9.47 9.83 9.81 -.02

Clarity 8.14 7.26 6.73 .19*

Cnrl8.15 7.72 7.35 .

Innovation 4.23 3.85 3.g .01

Physical Comfort 4.43 4.06 3.82 .10

Expected less Actualt

Involvoeant 2.44 2.16 0.85 .261

1....Poor Coheosion 1.35 U.14 1.15 .04

Staff Support 2.39 2.34 1.11 .210

~' I Autonomy 1.56 .7 .3.06

Task Orlontatloo 2,88 3.31 77 -.17

.Work Pros~suro 1 .50 1.98 2.81 -11

Clarity .2. 42a 2.57 2.51.0

Control 1.35 1.41 1.77 -0

~PWInnovation 0.41 0.55 -0.34 . .11

.i ~.. Physical Comfort 0.82 0.49 0.21 .09

up~.001

4r".
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Table 3

Aptitude, background, and personality characteristics

related to academic performance -in FI4SS training

I Academic Performance

Above Below
. Varhoabjls Average Avrg Average r

-Aptitude (OCT + ARI) 119.3 110.7 103.3 *53*

Background:

Years' Schooling 12.6 12.3 12.3 .10

Volunteered 13% 14 %.03

d Satisfaction with FNF Assignment 2.6 2.6 2.5 .04

Satisfaction with lH4 Rating .192.0 2.0.0

IjMarriedi 41% 37% 52% .08

ISP40USeis Attitude 1.8 1.8 1.6 .09

IPay Grade 1. 7 3.2 2.9 .30w

parsonallty,

~-Trust 83.7 SM. 80.9 .07

Y, Order 90.7 91.6 90.7

c~frly87.0 0~.8 86.6.0

Activity 90.0 90. 88.2.0

cmt olono I Stoob Ii ty 96J1 93.6 91.2 .4

I Mcut~?V90.2 W~.[ 05.0

.mfly95,7 971,3 98.1A.0

op <

A. 8
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Loss substantial relationships were found between academic performance and scores on two of the

personality scales. Students who performed In an above average manner tended to describe them-

1 selves as emotionally stable and tended to be attentive while responding to the Comrey scales

more frequently than students who performed In a below average manner.

When student perceptions of the training environment were related to academic performance,

only one significant (p < .05) correlation was Identified. Students who performed In an above
NI.. ~average manner tended to perceive the FMSS training environment as placing a greater emphasis on

I varliety and innovation in the daily routine than did the students who performed In a below

} j ~ ~average manner (r .6)
j ~ When these relationships were summearized using multiple regression procedures, It was found

thn 34% of the variance In academic performance could be explained by knowing an Individual's

score on the GOT +ARI aptitude mifl ure and his pay grade at the time of school enitry

(multiple R .58),

Discussion

C ~.< .An assignment to tho FMF was clearly unpopular among the M~s who participated In this study.

Almost halt (47%) of the participants were dissatisfied with having received the assignment. Of

the remaining partipants, only 151 (23% of the sw'ile) wore satisfied vith being assigned to tho

S V - FPF. Finally, o~nly ii% of t~he smlo (77 students) had volunteered, f-wr MIF duty. This outcom

supports the findlnq5 of a study conductad previously by Lawson (1972) which revoaled that the

morale afmqn Ills %erving with tho FWF was vory low. furithermore, since the M4s In this sample

had not yot worked In the. 1WF, these findinqs way Indicate that Mth dissatisfaction with Ff4

thf'y hatwasreported by Lowion may beo pervasive throughout the Hospital UorPs'

x. ~The negative reaction of ftony IONs toward M' duty Suggests; that a program might bW developed

for actively recruiting W44 who would týe satisfild, or at least tnot dissatisfied, with serving In

Jr the rW. While tha results of this study have not ibeen cross-validatod, they do provide towo

Indications of the charactera . which distisguish Ills who erona+mot likely to respond

favorably to an INW ostIgmemnt te(* those 14l% who ar. not. These individuall. appear to stand out

oat only In torms of attitudinal cooltiment to the job of an IRA but also In tunas of puersonail ty..

The finding that I~is who profar a wore structured and physically &ctive lifestyle tend to be more

satisfied with an assignment to tho FIW was not particularly surprising, Actively recruiting WlS

~ Cwho wouldl Do predisposed to prefer 0$. dut1y might help to alleviate sow of the dissatisfaction

on the job which has been reported by Lawsron. Since Indices of abttIlity, ie. aptitude testLi> ..., .-

ngk¶



/ 1 scores and years of schooling completed, were unrelated to satisfaction, Increasing the number of

satisfied HMs who are assigned to FMF duty would not change the quality of Input.

Although satisfaction with an assignment to the FMF was clearly related to how an HMf tended

to perceive the FMSS training environment, neither of these factors was related to the academic

performance of an HM. This finding Is generally consistent with the results of a study conducted

earlier on HM class "A" school students (Booth, 1976) where satisfaction with being designated to

I work In the health care specialties was essentially unretatod to academic performance during

training. Perceptions of the HM' class "iAll school environment were found to be related to

I academic performa"-A but these relationships were explained a .st entirely by the characteris-

:~, ~ tics of students entering the program,

The relationship between aptitude test scores and -:zdemic performance has been established

In many si-udles (Ghiseili, 1966). What was of considerable Interest In the resultb of this

-. I study was the relationship of a student's pay grade to final grade. This finding suggests that

previous experience as an Ml plays a significant role In determining academic performance during
FMSS training. This finding, too, Is conslstWn with the results of a previous study conducted

with R'4 class "A" school students (Booth, McNally, and Berry, 1975) wahich suggested that the

previous Novy exporience of "strikers" helped them to perform more effectively. both In training

and on the job~, thti sudents who entered -: tj3 class "A"l school iftmedlafely after graduating fromi

a lRocrult Traininjg Coma

This Stuoy focu-sad On factorgs relataJ to the attlIudInal adjustownt and acdemic performance

of f~ dtS ~th Mi In a4dftoiM01 to th's. hostuvor. 0-ttntion should to qiven to the satisfaction

at;otio ih.l a*.. :flivn o OItiyhi Ntot isocnd with iowligaso St

I .vjuntua fr addiflonol dt IhteN.Toet4IjOlb h ujc uueUls
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